Discourse Ecology
on »Aryan« and »Dravidian« Identities

Gastvortrag von Prof. M. Sreenathan, PhD
Thunchath Ezhuthachan Malayalam University, Tirur, Kerala

This lecture unravels the »Aryan« and »Dravidian« identity discourses in an interdisciplinary frame work.

M. Sreenathan is professor at the Thunchath Ezhuthachan Malayalam University in Kerala, India. As linguist he concentrates on theoretical and applied linguistics and has worked with the Anthropological Survey of India in the fields of language and genetics as well as in linguistic anthropology. His main book publications are The Jarawas: Language and Culture and The Languages of Kerala and Lakshadweep. Prof. Sreenathan was already twice at Tübingen as visiting professor, teaching and doing research in the Gundert Chair program (Tirur / Tübingen).
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